
Raw Spoon
c o n f e r e n c e

The conference for creative 
Christian engagement.

The 
conference 
comes to 

you.

I partner with churches for 
3 straight weeks to provide 
pastors and members with 

creative ways to engage 
with the message and their 

callings.

I’m Ross Boone. 
I’ve written for Focus on 

the Family, Our Daily 
Bread, and have written 
and published 5 books. 

I’ve done illustration work 
for Home Depot, Delta, 

Chick-fil-A, Andy Stanley, 
Coca-Cola, and others. 

I struggled with doubt 
but that pushed me to 

find creative answers. I 
graduated Seminary and 
now my mission is to use 

my art and writing to draw 
questioning Christians 
closer to their creator. 

And I teach others how to 
use their creative gifts to 
pursue their own calling. 

I do this by creating art and 
writings that foster deeper 
engagement in the church 
services, also by facilitating 
workshops and meetings 
to help others utilize their 
giftings for a purpose.

The workshops empower 
creatives looking for their 
calling, and they foster new 
affinity groups. The art/
writing inspires deeper 
engagement. Mission 
Maps help individuals 
and the church identify 
calling. Each are also great 
opportunities for outreach.

Base price for three 40-hour 
work weeks is $3500.

@RossBoone
Ross.Boone@
Ross.Boone.71
RawSpoon.com
303-359-4232
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Services for 

Pastors
Activities for 

church members
Products / services that are

personalized
Sketch-notes of sermons
I sketch the notes of the sermon in a visual 
format for easier comprehension and 
memory. Made available to congregation.

art inspired by services
I create custom art prints inspired by the 
service. These can be printed on canvas, 
stickers, or can be framed and distributed 
to congregation. Or applied as murals.

Written pieces inspired by services
I write blogs and short stories to inspire 
deeper engagement with the message.

Preaching
I preach on living life devoted to a Biblical 
purpose, instead of the typical American 
Dream, and I give tools to help find that 
purpose. Content comes from my book 
“Millennial Monk”.

Church Mission Mapping
I interview church leaders and members 
for their skills, passions and struggles to 
hone identity and direction for the church.

Graphics and branding
I can do graphics and branding work.

Booth of art and books in lobby
I place a display of my art and books 
available in a common area.

Sketch-notes Workshop
(1 hr, before service every Sunday, [sugg.])
Learn how to take visual notes to help 
comprehension, memory, and sharability.

morning Writing group
(Every day, Mo-Sa, 7-8am)
Write with a group of other writers every 
day for one hour, designed to build 
writing into a habit. Or talk one-on-one 
with a published author for writing/
publishing advice.

Art Workshops and finale Art Show
(2 hrs, every Sunday, and finale party)
Meet with professional artist and other 
aspiring artists to make art to be displayed 
at finale art show.

miracles book club
(1.5 hrs, every Wednesday, [suggested])
Discuss with the author of the book, 
“Signs of a New Kingdom,” about miracles 
he recorded in Ethiopia and the US.

novel (allegory) book club
(1.5 hours every Thursday)
Discuss the novel “Absent Landlord” with 
the author. Analyze the story, symbolism, 
and application.

Mission Maps
(1-2 hrs per person)
Meet one-on-one with the author of the 
book “Millennial Monk” to analyze how 
to pursue the calling you’re uniquely built 
for. 

Interviews/testimonies
(1-2 hrs per person)
Nominate someone in the congregation to 
have their story written out to honor them 
and share it with the rest of the church.

Counseling Christians with Doubt
(1 hr per person)
Meet with someone whose main struggle 
has been doubt, and has found creative 
answers to it.

For visuals see:
RawSpoon.com/church-partners/

http://rawspoon.com/church-partners/

